
“Stay Home & Shop, Get up to USD 5 Cashback with AEON Card” 

Terms and Conditions 
 

Definition 

 
1. The “Campaign” means “Stay Home & Shop, Get up to USD 5 cashback with AEON Card”. 

2. AEON Card refers to AEON Gold Card and AEON Violet Card both Principal and Supplementary whose AEON Card 
accounts have not been suspended, cancelled or terminated for whatsoever reasons during the Campaign Duration. 

3. Campaign Duration shall be from today to 31st August 2021 is eligibility transaction. 

4. AEON SPB refer to “AEON Specialized Bank (Cambodia) PLC.” 

5. Partners refer to NHAM 24, Foodpanda, Muuve, BLOC App, Smile Shop, La Rue and AEON Cambodia Online 

Shopping. 

6. New Partner refer to Hungry, WOWNOW, Khmum, Piik Mall and Grocerdel  

 
Eligible Transaction 

7. The AEON Card transaction for purchasing online of goods and services incurred for personal consumption, excluding 

online payment transactions which are subsequently cancelled, disputed, refunded, unauthorized or fraudulent 

transactions. 

8. The successful transaction shall receive up to USD 5 cashback on its respective transaction amount based on online 

payment transaction time stamp as recorded in AEON SPB’s system date and time (“up to USD 5 Cashback”) per 

month. 

9. Subject to the Terms and Conditions hereinafter appearing, on Partners and new Partner Online Payment are required 
to use AEON Card to perform that transaction on following business hours. 

10. All transactions shall be accumulated on monthly basis meaning that starting from the first day of the month to last 

day of the month “Monthly Accumulated Purchase”. 

11. Monthly Accumulated Purchase shall follow the Cashback offers as below: 

 
Cashback offers 

Eligible Cardholder’s 

Transaction 

Monthly Accumulated 

Purchase 

Monthly Cashback 

Receive 

Max. cashback/ 

cardholder/month 

Every Day 

From today until 

31st August 2021 

≥ USD 30.00 USD 1.00  

USD 5.00 
≥ USD 60.00 USD 2.00 

≥ USD 100.00 USD 3.00 

≥ USD 150.00 USD 5.00 

 
Remark: - Principal Cardholder is only entitled to a maximum cashback of USD 5 (Five US Dollar Only) per month. 

- All spending either by Principal Card or Supplementary Card shall be accumulated and the Cashback shall 
be transferred to Principal Card only. 

- The eligibility transaction of cardholder shall be under Campaign Duration. 

 
12. Notwithstanding the foregoing, AEON SPB reserves the right to use any other medium or method, including AEON 

SPB’s website at www.aeon.com.kh as it deems fit in its sole and absolute discretion for the purpose of announcing the 

AEON Card entitled for USD 5 (up to) Cashback. 

13. The Cashback shall be credited into the Principal Cardholder, within 10 working days of the next following month. 

 
Liability 

14.  AEON SPB shall not be liable for any damage of whatsoever nature or loss suffered (including but not limited to, 

loss of good will, income or profits or consequential, direct or indirect, exemplary, incidental, punitive or special 

damages) howsoever arising in relation to the Campaign, or AEON SPB exercising its rights pursuant to any of the 

Terms and Conditions herein. 

 
General 

15. AEON SPB’s decision on all matters relating to the Campaign is binding and final and no further correspondence or 

appeal shall be entertained. All Terms and Conditions are stipulated herein. 

16. AEON SPB shall have the absolute right to suspend, terminate or cancel the Campaign at any time without any 

reasons and without prior notice as stated on AEON SPB’s website at www.aeon.com.kh. 

17. For any assistance and/or feedback related to this Campaign, AEON Cardholders can contact hotline of AEON SPB 

by calling 023/070/078 988 555. 

http://www.aeon.com.kh/
http://www.aeon.com.kh/
http://www.ambank.com.my/

